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This article proposes a Modeling and Simulation (M&S) formalism using Model Theory. The article departs from
the premise that M&S is the science that studies the nature of truth using models and simulations. Truth in models
and simulations is relative as they seek to answer specific modeling questions. Consequently, truth in M&S is relative
because every model is a purposeful abstraction of reality. We use Model Theory to express the proposed formalism
because it is built from the premise that truth is relative. The proposed formalism allows us to: (1) deduce formal
definitions and explanations of areas of study in M&S, including conceptual modeling, validity, and interoperability, and (2) gain insight into which tools can be used to semi-automate validation and interoperation processes.
C 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Complexity 19: 56–63, 2014
V
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INTRODUCTION

F

ormalisms of Modeling and Simulation (M&S) have
traditionally taken either a Systems Engineering
approach [1] or a Computer Science approach [2]
both focusing with formalizing the simulation aspects of
M&S. Similarly, attempts to study the complexity of M&S
have also come from systems science [3] and resulted in
levels of complexity for M&S as it applies to modeling
complex systems. However, while the current focus on
simulation has provided great advances in terms of com-
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putability of models, advances in modeling have been
convoluted in the simulation activity. We argue that the
atomicity of M&S is what makes it a scientific discipline.
Modeling without simulation is systems engineering and
simulation without modeling is software engineering. This
is specially true when dealing with problem situations
which are problems whose specification is not universally
agreed upon [4].
Most engineering disciplines assume a problem and its
solution space are well defined. As an engineering discipline, M&S is used to solve well-defined problems with
available algorithms and generate solutions that can be
empirically validated. This is the case, for example, of
physics-based models where the objective is to replicate
the behavior of a physical system. M&S is also used to
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gain insight through the identification of relevant parameters and the exploration of possible relations between
entities [5]. Both uses of M&S are special cases of dealing
with problem situations in that they either depart from a
well-defined problem or attempt to define the problem
through the exploration of a solution space. In general,
M&S problems are characterized by (1) the lack of consensus on the existence of a problem and (2) where there is
consensus, by the lack of a unique universally agreed
upon specification of the problem. Consequently, M&S
solutions are merely explanations of a situation based on
a given understanding of that situation. Explanations are
the result of different perspectives of the same problem
situation which leads to potentially different truth values.
This makes M&S valuable in the study of complex systems
in general and social sciences in particular [6,7].
Recently, there have been discussions on the complexification of engineering. These discussions have created an
emerging trend of equating engineering with science [8].
Since M&S deals with problem situations it is a science of
trade offs and compromise. It is a trade-off between reality and a model thereof and a trade-off between computability and simulatibility. Here we use the term
simulatibility to mean the ability to simulate a model with
a mix of live, virtual, and constructive means. It is a compromise between an evaluation of a simplification of reality and reality itself. M&S studies what models and
simulations capture, how truthful models and simulations
are, and how to compose models and simulations. These
three areas of study correspond to conceptual modeling,
validity, and interoperability, respectively.
According to Robinson [9], conceptual modeling is perhaps the most important aspect of simulation modeling
and the least understood. Robinson provides a descriptive
definition of conceptual model (p. 65): ‘‘The conceptual
model is a non-software specific description of the simulation model that is to be developed, describing objectives,
inputs, outputs, content, assumptions, and simplifications
of the model.’’ Robinson notes the importance of separating the conceptual model from the software implementation and the components of a conceptual model. In this
article, we provide a formal definition of the term conceptual model. This definition complements the discussion of
the role of conceptual modeling in M&S found in [10].
Validity has been extensively studied in not only M&S
but also in engineering, natural sciences, and philosophy.
However, validity has been mostly discussed as empirical
validity. Empirical validity can be established in M&S
when comparing the results of a simulation with observations of a well-bounded phenomenon or system. Yet, this
is not always possible under problem situations. The article provides a formal definition of axiomatic validity by
tying together the concepts of reference model, conceptual model, and simulation.
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Finally, interoperability is understood as ‘‘the ability of
two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged’’
[11]. This informal view of interoperability is widely
reflected in the literature. However, this view is ambiguous
on the meaning of the terms ‘‘exchange,’’ ‘‘information’’
and ‘‘use.’’ The article provides a formal definition of interoperability by deducing that validity is a special form of
interoperability.
In order to capture the definitions of conceptual model,
validity, and interoperability, we use Model Theory. Model
Theory is a branch of mathematics that studies the relationships among objects, structures, and the nature of
truth [12]. It provides the grounds for formal definitions
and serves as a deductive means for arriving to consistent
models and simulations.
The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. First,
we present a brief introduction to Model Theory to establish the formalism we employ to specify M&S. Then, we
explore the implications of our M&S specification in the
areas of conceptual modeling, validity, and interoperability. Finally, we summarize our contributions.

MODEL THEORY-BASED M&S FORMALISM (MT-MS
FORMALISM)
Introduction to Model Theory
Model Theory sits at the intersection of mathematics,
philosophy, and computer science. It focuses on the syntactic and semantic study of structures including formal
languages, group fields, or graphs. Given its interdisciplinary roots, purpose, and openness to the premise of a relative truth [12], it has the ability to combine both the
modeling and simulation aspects of M&S. In related work
it has been proposed as a way to formally describe M&S
and has been used to formally define key terms to derive
a framework for developing M&S systems [10]. Here we
focus on the formal representation of M&S in order to elucidate its basic properties and provide insight into the
discipline.
We use basic concepts of Model Theory and purposefully stay away from more complex notion such as sorts
or fields. The interested reader is encouraged to consult
[12].

Definition 1
A language q is a set consisting of all logical symbols
with perhaps some constant, function and/or relational
symbols included.

Definition 2
A model (or structure) U for a language q is an ordered
pair U5hA; fRn gn1 i, where A is a set and Rn is a relation
such that ða1 ; a2 ;    ; an Þ 2 Rn if and only if there exists an
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f such that f ða1 ; a2 ;    ; an21 Þ5an . A sentence is an assertion that can be assigned the Boolean value of true or
false. Let the set of elementary sentences Le 5fuj g. They
are called elementary because using the logical operators
and, or, negation, etc., the language q is generated
L5fu : u is generated by elements of Le g
As stated in Ref. [12], the most fundamental concept is
that of a sentence r being true when interpreted in a
model U which can be written as Ur. This concept is
extended in the following definitions.

Definition 3
If R is a set of sentences, U is said to be a model of R,
written UR, whenever Ur for each r 2 R: R is said to
be satisfiable iff there is some U such that UR.

Definition 4
A theory T is a set of sentences. If T is a theory and r
is a sentence, we write T r whenever we have that for all
U if UT then Ur. We say that r is a consequence of T .
A theory is said to be closed whenever it contains all
consequences.

Definition 5
If U is a model of q, the theory of U, denoted ThU, is
defined to be set of all sentences of q which are true in U,
fr of q : Urg

(1)

Definition 6
R  T is said to be a set of axioms for T whenever
Rr for every r in T ; in this case: RT .

Definition 7
A finite state machine is a triple fI; S; Og where I is the set
of inputs, S is the set of states, and O is the set of outputs.
The string s5s0 s1 s2 . . . sm is the m realization of the
finite state machine. Now the definition of a language
generated by the finite state machine is given.

Definition 8
A language qFSM is a mapping, q, from S to the set of
atomic sentences fui : i51;    ; mg.
It is important to note that definitions 1 and 2 state
that a language q can be built from a structure U. In other
words, sentences can be built using A and R. On the other
hand, Definition 5 states that from the language q one
can identify a structure U such that the sentences of q
can be evaluated in U.

Proposed Formalism
In order to formally specify M&S, we need to define six
basic terms that are commonly, and ambiguously, found
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in the literature: (1) reference model, (2) modeling question,
(3) model, (4) valid model, (5) simulation, and (6) simulator. The definitions of reference model, conceptual model,
simulator, and simulation were originally proposed in Ref.
[10]. They are reiterated here to provide a unified context
for the formal description of the basic tenants of M&S.
Reference Model: A reference model, denoted RM&S, is a
structure U [10].
A reference model is the universe of interest A and the
relationships R between objects in that universe. Model
Theory gives us the flexibility of studying several types of
relationships within the same universe by changing R. In
Model Theory R is also known as the interpretation function and it is a concept that is very useful in M&S because
it accounts for the purpose of the model, meaning that a
universe can be subject to many interpretations. The RM&S
can be about real or constructed things and captures what
we know about problem situations in which these real or
imagined things appear. It also captures assumptions/constraints made about the problem situation. Without going
into the philosophical aspects of the definition, the RM&S
represents the modeler’s worldview of the referent which
implies that even for a given universe there is an infinite
number
of
potentially
equivalent
or
competing
interpretations.
Modeling Question: A modeling question, denoted
QM&S, is a collection of sentences R [10].
A modeling question is a collection of sentences to
which a truth value needs to be assigned. That assignment
is only possible if there exists a reference model that satisfies the QM&S. In M&S, the idea of the QM&S is essential
since modeling is a purposeful abstraction of reality [13].
Consequently, it is this question that bounds what can be
asked of a model. We liken the idea of a QM&S to a query.
According to Lipski [14], there are two ways to interpret a
query in data modeling theory: internal and external. An
external interpretation refers to the query directed to the
real world. An internal interpretation refers to a query
directed to information about the world. Likewise in M&S,
a QM&S can be answered by directing the question to a
referent or a model of the referent. As a referent in this
case is a problem situation, an external interpretation of
the QM&S is not possible. This means that only an internal
interpretation is possible and the RM&S is that
interpretation.
Having formally defined reference model and modeling
question, we can define a model in M&S. It is important to
note that in order to avoid confusion we will refer to a
model in M&S as the Renner definition [13], noted MM&S,
in contrast to a model in the Model Theoretic sense.
Model: A model in M&S, denoted MM&S, is a language q
[10].
The MM&S can be generated from a set of elementary sentences so a MM&S can equivalently be defined
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as the set of elementary sentences and the logical connectors used to generate a language. While a MM&S is a
language or a set of sentences this only captures the
syntax of an MM&S as opposed to its semantics (or
interoperation). We are able to recognize sentences that
belong to the MM&S and determine whether an external
modeling question is a subset of our MM&S but we do
not address the meaning or interpretation of a modeling question.
It is important to note that the internal modeling question is contained within the MM&S and we purposefully
separate the formulation of the question from its interpretation which we will address later. The notion of a theory
is obviously very important in M&S since we are not only
concerned with the existence of MM&S but we are also in
the correct MM&S. In general we call validation the process
of ascertaining that the correct model was built, and we
say that the MM&S is valid with respect to the RM&S. This
leads us to purposefully distinguish between a model
(MM&S) and a valid model in order to reflect the relative
nature of truth in M&S models. This distinction is because
a MM&S can be partly or wholly satisfiable with respect to
a RM&S. Having introduced the notion of model in M&S,
we can define a valid model.
Valid Model: A MM&S is valid, denoted VM&S, if and only
if it is satisfiable.
To further elaborate on this definition we need to consider two uses cases. The first occurs when one builds a
RM&S then generates a VM&S. The second use case occurs
when one builds a MM&S and attempts to validate it:
1. From a RM&S to a VM&S: Departing from a reference
model U, it is possible to generate a language q.
More importantly, we can capture our assumptions
in the form of axioms, as part of the RM&S, and
generate a VM&S.
2. From a MM&S to a RM&S: Using Model Theory again,
a valid model in M&S (VM&S)is a collection of sentences that are true under a reference model
(RM&S).
In order for MM&S to be simulated by a computer it
must be regular which implies that it is context-free. Without discussing the implications of this compromise (the
exploration of this implication is left to the reader), we
assume that MM&S is regular and provide the following
definitions:
 Simulator: A simulator is a FSM [10].
 Simulation: A simulation is the qFSM of a VM&S [10].
A simulator is any machine capable of generating the
MM&S (see definitions) and a simulation is the realization
of the FSM of the VM&S. It is important to note that the
notion of verification is subsumed in this definition since
the simulator must always generate the model in order for
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the simulation to occur, otherwise we consider the simulator as having generated a MM&S.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE MT-MS FORMALISM
The implications of the proposed formalism go beyond
having unambiguous terms defined and providing a lingua
franca when talking about M&S. The formalism is important because we can begin to explain other complex concepts in M&S, namely, conceptual modeling, validity, and
interoperability.

On Conceptual Modeling
Traditionally, a conceptual model is considered a specification of a model, that is implementation independent.
Using the proposed formalism, we propose that the process of conceptual modeling encompasses the specification
of a reference model (that contains assumptions/constraints), the specification of modeling questions, and the
specification of a VM&S. This process leads to the following
definition:
Conceptual Model: A conceptual model is a VM&S.
Consequently, conceptual modeling is the process of
specifying a VM&S. A conceptual model is a theory of the
reference model RM&S. As such, the conceptual model
should not violate any of the assertions made in the reference model RM&S.
Figure 1 presents a framework for conceptual modeling
where the problem situation is captured in a structure U
which acts as a RM&S. This framework is adapted from Ref.
10 and has been applied to model the effect of sea level
rise on a geographic region. The structure U represents
what we know about a problem situation and can be captured as an ontology. The QM&S, or sentences R, are what
we don’t know and want to ask to the RM&S. Pragmatically,
sentences R can be formulated using the Manchester OWL
syntax [15]. The MM&S is a conceptual model that captures
how we intend to answer the QM&S. The VM&S is the MM&S
that answers the QM&S and the result of the conceptual
modeling process. It can be captured using the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) or the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [16,17]. Finally, the simulation is the finite
state machine realization of the conceptual model.
Although the simulation is not part of the conceptual
modeling process, it is shown in the figure to showcase
the process of validation.
Lastly, while traditionally UML and SysML are used to
capture information of a referent using natural language
in a structured manner, using the proposed formalism
would allow for automation using tools that can directly
compute a conceptual model and check for validity using
a reference model. For instance, model checking algorithms can be used to test a MM&S against a RM&S to assert
whether or not the MM&S is a VM&S [18]. In other words,
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FIGURE 1

An M&S framework for conceptual modeling.

one can use software such as Prototype Verification System (PVS) to establish that the assigned truth value to R
sentences is consistent with the RM&S [19].

On Validity
Section ‘‘Proposed Formalism’’ provides the definition
of a valid model (VM&S). Based on the formalism, validity
within problem situations is established through the correspondence of a simulation (qFSM ) to a VM&S, and
through the correspondence of a VM&S to a RM&S. In other
words, validity in M&S is the traceability of a simulation
up to the reference model when referring to particular
modeling questions and it is evaluated through satisfiability. It is noted that an objective measure of validation
within problem situations is only possible when comparing model with model. A direct link between simulations
and the problem situation (an external interpretation) is
possible through subject matter experts.
Axiomatic M&S Validity: Axiomatic M&S validity is the
correspondence between qFSM ; VM&S and a RM&S.
In order to further explain validity, we still need to consider whether the VM&S is generated from a RM&S or one
builds a MM&S and attempts to validate it:
 From a RM&S to a VM&S: By generating a VM&S from a
RM&S , we are equating validity with satisfiability as
we are stating that validity is a relation between the
modeling question QM&S and the reference model
RM&S that captures the assumptions and constraints
in the form of axioms.
There are two ways to satisfy the modeling question
QM&S. Either the QM&S is a set of axioms or there exists a
set of axioms that satisfy the QM&S. The first option has to
be rejected since we do not want to axiomatically accept
the QM&S. We will further discuss why accepting the first
option is counter-productive in the next use case. The sec-
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ond option implies that we need a set of axioms from
which we can evaluate a QM&S. These axioms are the
assumptions and constraints that we put on the problem
situation. They serve as the basis for establishing what we
accept as being true about the referent. The set of axioms
bridges the real or imagined world modeled and the RM&S.
Consequently, the RM&S becomes our reality that contains
the QM&S that it can answer.
 From a MM&S to a RM&S: The transition from a RM&S
to a MM&S is usually a mental process and in practice modelers simply write the theory; this means
that we only capture what we refer to as a conceptualization, simplification, or abstraction as a theory
and assume that this is sufficient to answer the
QM&S . This means that the theory is closed or it contains all of its consequences (see Section ‘‘Proposed
Formalism’’) for the QM&S. This approach is fraught
with danger since the assumptions and constraints
are implicit. In this case, the model is axiomatically
valid and what we call validation as defined in the
literature is really a process of ascertaining that the
axioms included are sufficient to answer some external modeling question and that the assumptions
though not captured are reasonable. This process
usually involves subject matter experts and centers
around the use of natural language to calibrate the
MM&S in order to reflect what is expected or understood from the referent. This process does not
change the definition of validity and the reference in
this case model is a mental model shared by the
participants.
Based on the previous discussion, the traditional idea of
validation as the last activity of a modeling process needs
to be reconsidered. By treating the RM&S, the VM&S, the simulator and the simulation as an equivalence class, we are
guaranteeing the validation process by definition. In other
words, by construction it is meaningless to talk about M&S
unless the model is valid with respect to the RM&S and
there is a simulator that is able to generate a VM&S. In practice, it means that from the requirements gathering to formulate a QM&S, to the conceptual model all the way to the
execution, the modeler has to ensure consistency across
the board such that every artifact generated is equivalent to
the same consistent theory. Furthermore, the resulting simulation combines deductive and inductive processes which
implies that empirical efforts should be accompanied with
axiomatic validation efforts as conducted in disciplines
such as aerospace engineering [1].

On Interoperability
The observation of equivalence between modeling
question, the VM&S, the simulator, and the simulation is
very important for interoperability, as interoperability itself
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FIGURE 2

Traditional and model theory comparison of terms for M&S.

must abide by the rules of satisfiability, consistency, and
the definitions provided in the previous section. The proposed formalism provides a way of formally defining and
explaining interoperability as well. In order to do so, we
use Model Theory to formally define data, information,
and useful information.
Data: Given a RM&S, a structure U defined by
U :< A; R >, data is the universe A of a RM&S.
Information: Given a MM&S, a language q, and u a sentence in MM&S, information is a sentence.
Useful Information: Given a RM&S, a MM&S, and u a
sentence in MM&S, information is useful and it is satisfiable
under the RM&S.
By defining data as the universe A, we cover all objects
that are part of the universe including constants, functions, and relations. In practical terms, the notion of data
as a static set of symbols is covered by constants. However, it is important to note that we include functions and
relations as well. Their inclusion means that the combination of data and its interpretation has an equivalent finite
state machine under certain conditions (see Section ‘‘Proposed Formalism’’). Further, the definition of data does
not include its interpretation which gives us the flexibility
of an infinite combination of data under a given interpretation or the ability to generate multiple finite state
machines for the same data. This separation allows for a
distinction between the exchange of data and the
exchange of information such that we can study the differences and similarities between the two.
The transition from data to information logically follows
by observing that data under an interpretation (a statement) is information. By defining information as a statement that can be true or false, we bring the flexibility
provided by Model Theory into M&S, namely, the idea of
truth being relative. In this case, there are an infinite number of statements about data that can be generated by simply changing the interpretation function and each one of
these statements has to be satisfiable under a reference
model in order to be deemed useful within that universe.
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Previously, we have defined a model as a MM&S and
defined a VM&S as the theory of that MM&S. We also understand

informally

that

interoperability

involves

the

exchange of information and the ability to use the information. We have defined information as a sentence and
information is useful if there is a structure under which it
is satisfied. Thus, interoperability can be defined as the
exchange of useful information:
Interoperability: Interoperability is the generation of a
theory of a reference model.
This is a very general definition for interoperability and
has several implications:
 Model Interoperability: Since a VM&S is a theory of a
RM&S , the definition of interoperability implies that a
VM&S is interoperable with a RM&S . Otherwise stated,
a M M&S is interoperable with a RM&S if and only if it
is a VM&S of that RM&S . In practice, this implies that
it is possible to build an interoperable MM&S by simply ensuring that the MM&S is valid with respect to a
RM&S . It also implies that contrary to the intuitive
belief that MM&S should be built to answer very specific questions, interoperable MM&S should be built
to answer broad modeling questions from which
multiple sub-questions can be derived. For instance,
instead of making two specific MM&S interoperable
through model specific interfaces, it is preferable to
make MM&S interoperable by aligning their axiomatic
structures and generating a consistent set of axioms
across the M M&S. Thus, interoperability becomes the
validation of two or more MM&S with respect to
some RM&S.
 Simulation Interoperability: Since interoperability is
the generation of a theory of a RM&S and simulation
is the FSM realization of a VM&S, simulation interoperability is simply the generation of a VM&S from
one or more simulators (FSM languages). In practice, the focus is mostly on making two or more
simulations interoperable. Under this definition this
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is only possible if the MM&S formed by putting the
simulations together is valid.
These two observations are counter-intuitive at first
sight and therefore deserve more explanation. A model is
defined as a language q and in keeping with the nature of
Model Theory, a model is not right or wrong (or even valid
or invalid). The determination of validity is always with
respect to that which is modeled. Consequently, a model
becomes a theory when there is a reference model that it
purports to answer. In our definitions, we call the process
of generating such a theory interoperability. This means
however that we have equated interoperability with validity by defining validity as a special form of interoperability.
Namely, the interoperability of the MM&S with the RM&S.
This is important because it means that at a minimum
every VM&S is interoperable. It also means that a MM&S can
generate multiple VM&S. We can also define and distinguish reuse from interoperability.
Reuse: Reuse is the number of theories that can be
generated from a language.
Equivalently reuse is the number of models of a theory.
By either definition, reuse is a function of the modeling
question which fits the intuitive understanding of using
an M&S model for multiple purposes. It is important to
note that a theory is not reusable; rather a theory is one of
the possible uses of a language for a given modeling question. In practice, it means that it is impossible to reuse a
valid implementation of a model. However, it is always
possible to reuse the model to generate a theory that can
answer other modeling questions.

CONCLUSIONS
In order to advance M&S as a scientific endeavor, we
need to formally specify terms in order to eliminate ambiguity in their use. In order to do so, we use Model Theory as
the means to formalize M&S. Figure 2 presents M&S commonly used terms in an informal way compared with the
proposed Model Theory-based definitions. It is noted that
the proposed definitions are not formal for formality’s sake.
Instead their formality provides a platform for structured discussion and they allowed us to unambiguously explain
ambiguous terms. Furthermore, the provided definitions provide a platform for studying areas of importance to M&S
such as validity, interoperability, and conceptual modeling.
The formalism also provides a pragmatic advantage by
enabling us to semi-automate the validation and interoperation processes. Currently, these processes are conducted
in an ad hoc manner opening them to accept inconsistencies while being labor intensive. As validity is subsumed
under interoperability, we can use model checking tools to
test that a MM&S is satisfiable under a reference model. In
other words, we assert whether or not the MM&S is a VM&S.
Finally, the formalism also allows us to establish that
all MM&S satisfiable under the same reference model are
composable and their respective simulations are interoperable. This facilitates the reuse of simulations as they
don’t have to be checked against one another, but against
a reference model. In future work, we look to continue to
realize these definitions and their constrains in a framework that facilitates the development of valid, interoperable, and reusable models through conceptual modeling.
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